
 

 

 

ELABORATION of THE POST EURO 6/VII STANDARDS 

KEY RECOMMENDATIONS 

Air quality, especially in urban areas, is one of the key objectives to ensure health protection and reduce 

social costs. In this, road transport sector has an important role to play together with other parallel actions 

to reduce traffic congestion and optimize freight logistics and personal mobility models. 

In view of the revision of the current emissions standards, NGVA Europe would like to highlight the following: 

1. Any future emissions standard should be developed after an exhaustive assessment of the 

implementation of the most recent Euro6/VI standards and a deep evaluation run on independent 

scientific studies on health impact. This also considering a system approach, where other measures 

(e.g. connectivity, traffic management, new mobility models) can contribute to increase the air 

quality especially in urban areas.  

2. The overall target to guarantee the robustness of the standard should be always set looking to a fuel 

and technology neutral approach.  

3. When referring to the simplification objective, we fully support the creation of simple standards that 

can last for an adequate period of time. This would avoid costs for continuous updating from the 

vehicle manufacturers side, and also provide a more transparent communication to end-users. 

4. Because of the deep difference between the two markets and the products range, the merging of 

the Light Duty and the Heavy Duty regulations is not the correct way to achieve simplification. So 

we recommend to keep the two regulations separated and also to better consider the specificity of 

the Light Commercial Vehicle – LCV - segment. 

 

5. More specifically on the evolution of emissions standard: 

• CH4 and N2O emissions are not harmful pollutant but they have to be considered under the GHG 

emissions perspective. We recommend to move them as CO2 equivalent in the CO2 emissions 

standard regulation. 

• As first consequence from the previous point, parallel limits on THC and NMHC on the light duty 

are redundant. We recommend to maintain only NMHC as regulated pollutant. 

• As second consequence from the previous point, cap on CH4 emissions from HD vehicles are not 

necessary. We recommend to remove CH4 as regulated pollutant in the HDV regulation. 

• Limit on NH3 emissions today regulated as concentration have to be set as flow rate (g/km – 

g/kWh) as the other pollutants. 

• The potential extension of the PN measurement down to 10 nm size needs to introduce a new 

adequate threshold value that take into account the larger field of investigation. 
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